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A Craft Cocktail book for the rest of us by the top female mixologist in the country.Julie Reiner, the

co-owner of The Clover Club in Brooklyn and The Flatiron Lounge in Manhattan, has written a book

that provides inspiration for the rest of us, not only the cocktail geeks. She wants to balance the

needs of the everyday drinker with those of the passionate mixologist. Recipes are organized

around seasonality and occasion, with different events and themes appropriate to the specific time

of the year. Each section will include a mixture of holiday-inspired drinks, classic cocktails, and

innovative new drinks, all along with fun cocktail lore. Tricks, tips, and techniques--such as batching

and infusions, tools of the trade, notes on spirit types, and easy substitutions to utilize what you

already have on hand--will round out the amazing amount of information in Reiner's book.
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"In my opinion, The Craft Cocktail Party is the new 'go-to' guide for every at-home mixologist. This

book breaks down cocktails by occasion for easy reference, which makes it very 'cordial' for the

user. Julie Reiner is clearly a Mastress of Mixology...and fun!"â€•Anne Burrell, chef, bestselling

author of Cook Like a Rock Star, and host of Worst Cooks in America"At last, a cocktail book

created with all of us in mind--arranged intuitively by season and celebration--that's as elegant as it

is delicious! Using the freshest ingredients and a few simple tricks of the trade, Julie Reiner delivers

everything you need to craft beautiful, unexpected, and innovative drinks for every occasion,

including those nights which require no occasion at all! Salud!"â€•Gail Simmons, TV personality,



food expert, and author of Talking with My Mouth Full

Julie Reiner is co-owner of Brooklyn's Clover Club ("Best American Cocktail Bar" in 2013, Tales of

the Cocktail) and The Flatiron Lounge in Manhattan. Nominated for a James Beard award, she's

been featured in the New York Times, Bon AppÃ©tit, and more. Reiner has appeared on the Today

show and the Food Network.

Great book. It is not necessarily the first book for basic cocktail making. (for that I would recommend

"Cocktails, Cocktails and more Cocktails" by Hester Thompson). This is more like a second level

book, Cocktails 201. It briefly covers the basics, then quickly moves on to variations and new

creations. And what yummy drinks! Reiner is a real artist. The only drawback is that a lot of the

recipes require less common ingredients or homebrew preparations, but if you've got the time to

spare and you are serious about next level craft cocktailing I highly recommend this book!

A beautiful, thoughtful book full of recipes I never would have thought to try! Love that it's organized

by season, full of fresh ingredients and has plenty of tips - that are just as entertaining and charming

as instructional! Great for me as I'm a novice at the craft cocktail. I'm working my way slowly

through the book - following the seasons. I'm sure it won't take long for someone in Hollywood to

see what a great movie shaking through this book and the cocktail parties that go with it would

make! Until then - it's my go-to gift this year. Cheers!

Love this book of cocktail recipes. There's a lot of things in it I would have never thought of to put

together to be honest, and they've all been tasty. I like that many of them do not require many

ingredients. There are a few that require some special ones and that can be somewhat frustrating,

but if you take the trip and gather it together, you're in for a tasty surprise. I've been happy

especially with the party punches! Those are great.

Great book! Have used several of the recipes and last weekend used it to fix Mai Tais at a Hawaiian

themed party and they were a big hit. Some of the recommended liquors are hard to find so I took

the book to Total Wine and asked one of the guys there to help me find suitable substitutes, which

they did. Don't get hung up on the brand names, just enjoy the recipes.

I collect bar and cookbooks. This has instantly become one of my most used books. I purchased it



just in time for a 4th of July BBQ. Julie's tips and recipes are really helpful to host larger gatherings

and make really great drinks. If you have not tried the Gin Blossom cocktail, I highly recommend it.

A fountain of information. We rarely drink spirits any longer but with this book I am tempted to have

one every once in a while. The author explains the reasoning behind each concept. We hope to visit

her establishments in NY.

Saw this book at Anthropologie and looked it up on . It was $10 cheaper. A great gift for anyone who

loves pretty books and booze!

Love the recipes! This book made a wonderful gift for my friends that love to entertain.
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